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The sequel will show that if ever a solution of the problem of the
Universe is possible, it is in this conception.
But now let us see h.ow Hegel describes the Indian Brahma.
Ignoring, at the outset, the question as to what really is the ultimately
necessary truth, that is, a truth, for all possible intelligences and not
for the Iranian intelligence alone, mixing up Hindu philosophy with
mythology and the corrupted practice of asceticism, without taking
the pains of understanding the esoteric significance of the second or
the principles u-nderlymg the third, he has built up a structure
on which he bases the conclusion that Brahma is a characterless
nothingness, an empty abstraction, a purposeless empty power,
without wisdom and withou-t activity—a unity into which all
existences pass as into a dark and eternal night. The votaries of
such a deity are described as revelling in a " region of unbridled
madness."1
Another Hegelian philosopher describes the Indian Brahma as "an
abyss of a negative infinitude .... a unity which, was no principle
of order in the manifold differences of things, but merely a gulf in
which all difference was lost/'2
In the same strain, Professor Pfleiderer3 —himself a Unitarian. and
not disposed to agree with. Hegel in his vindication of the Christian
Trinity4 by his philosophy—describes Brahma as "an indeter-
minate abstract Being, which is hardly distinguished from nothing;
an abyss which, swallows up all finite being, not as the positive ground
which produces and maintains the finite; it is like the cave of th.e
lion into which all the footsteps lead but none lead out again." And
the Veddntin's world, including the ego and its consciousness5 is,
according to him, (c an untrue appearance, a delusion of Mdyd,"
and the Brahmanic Pantheism " allows itself as Acosmism and
ultimately as absolute Illusiomsm."
1 Hegel's ( Phil. Bel.' Vol. I, p. 333,   a revelation; the resurrection of Jesus
and Vol. Ill, pp. 317—329.                was to Ilim an absolute historical fact.
2 Edward Caird's evolution of Beli-   see. Sterling's Notes in  Schwegler's
gion/ Vol. I, pp. 262, 263.                  History of Philosophy," p. 440.
3 " t ^+,-.^<-." t iq i?;                 6 What would Prof. Pfleiderer say
.Lectures .l. 1^—10.              ^ ^ following sentence in Hegel's
4 Perhaps it is not generally Irnown   writings " the truth is that there is only
in. India that Hegel has attempted to   one reason, one mind and that the
reconcile philosophy and Christianity  mind as finite has not a real existence."
and vindicate the claim of the latter as   Haldane's c Pathway,' II, p. 101.

